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SCANGRIP UNI-EX -
Explosion-proof lamp Zone

0/20 - 290 Lumen 
        

   

Product price:  

199,92 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP UNI-EX -Handheld, rechargeable and explosion proof work light 

By mid-year 2020 SCANGRIP UNI-EX will be upgraded to ZONE 0/20 classification.

SCANGRIP UNI-EX is a very sturdy, rechargeable COB LED work light for the professional user.
The COB LED light provides a unique powerful and completely uniform illumination which is ideal
for working light. 

The extremely durable SCANGRIP UNI-EX lamp features a sturdy surface to resist wet and dirty
workshop environment. Also, with the shape and surface of the lamp, it provides a comfortable,
ergonomic grip. 

Place the lamp everywhere you want during inspection work with the turnable sturdy hook or the
strong built-in magnet in the bottom to have both hands free for working. The flexible lamp head
tilts up to 180 degrees. 

SCANGRIP UNI-EX is designed to carry in the pocket or in the work belt by the built-in belt clip.
In this way, you always have the work light close at hand when you need efficient and bright
illumination for a job. 

The lamp is recharged in the charging base. When not in use, you keep the lamp in the charging
base which is prepared for wall mounting. 

SCANGRIP UNI-EX is supplied with both mainlight and toplight. It offers two-step operating
options depending on the type and durability of the work carried out:

Step 1 = 50 % light output
Step 2 = 100 % light output
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Up to 6 hours' operation time. The intelligent battery indicator at the back keeps you informed
about the battery level. To display battery level during use, press on/off switch 3 seconds.

Five benefits by SCANGRIP UNI-EX:

Extremely powerful and completely uniform illumination
Rechargeable with up to 6h operation time
Waterproof IP65
Ergonomical design for a comfortable, firm grip
Built-in magnet, belt clip and sturdy hook

// The design of SCANGRIP UNI-EX is unique and covered by EU design patent RCD No
3451038.

II 2G Ex ib op is IIC T4 Gb 
II 2D Ex ib IIIC T120°C Db IP65

// SCANGRIP UNI-EX is approved and certified by TÜV SÜD according to the ATEX Directive no.
2014/34/EU effective from April 2016 and according to IECEx. 

ATEX certificate no. TÜV IT 16 ATEX 083 X 
IECx certificate no. IECEx TPS 17.0003X 
ATEX quality assurance notification covering the entire EX PROOF range
IECEx quality assessment report covering entire EX PROOF range

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP65
Type of lamps: LED
Total lumens (Lm): 30000
Length (mm): 200
Width (mm): 70
Height (mm): 39
Dry weight (Kg): 0.4
Weight (Kg): 5.4
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